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Get Far Cry 6 Gold Edition.
Buy Now
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Available
Now
Embrace the gritty experience of an improvised modern-day guerrilla and take down a Dictator and his son to free Yara.
[image: ]Watch Trailer










TRUST YOUR LEADER
As Anton Castillo promises to restore the once prosperous island nation of Yara, he is grooming his son, Diego, to become the next presidente.






BEWARE THE DICTATOR
Anton plans to forge his paradise using any means necessary - even if it means sacrificing some of his own citizens.







GUERRILLAS THREATEN THE CAPITOL
The rebels seek to destroy all that Anton has rebuilt.






GUERRILLAS STRUGGLE AGAINST MILITARY
Brave Yaran rebels fight back to take down the brutal dictator.







MEET DANI ROJAS, A YARA NATIVE
Growing up in Yara, Dani has experienced the brutality of Anton's rule firsthand.






MEET DANI ROJAS, A GUERILLA FIGHTER
After barely escaping regime forces, Dani joins Libertad, a ragtag group of guerrilla fighters, to liberate their home from Anton's grip and corrupt regime.





Gameplay
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Become a Guerilla
Play Dani Rojas as male or female, and experience a compelling storyline that takes you from being a reluctant citizen to a leader fighting against Anton's regime.
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All new fangs for hire
No guerrilla should go at it alone. Pair up with all-new animal companions like Chorizo, the adorable wiener dog no enemy soldier can ignore, and Guapo, Juan’s hungry pet crocodile.
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Power of an Army
Employ an arsenal of devastating makeshift weapons to give Anton's troops a taste of guerrilla ingenuity.




Full Co-op
Bring a friend along for the fight as Far Cry 6 is available in co-op with shared progressions for both players.






Animal Companions




Chorizo
This adorable wiener dog is more dangerous than he appears. Chorizo can help distract enemies so you can take them down with stealth.





	This adorable wiener dog is more dangerous than he appears. Chorizo can help distract enemies so you can take them down with stealth.
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	Though Guapo may look nice, he is still lethal. Use Guapo to ravage through the dictator's forces and make a clear path to bring down Anton.
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	This punk rooster has all the attitude and ferocity you need to take down Anton’s soldiers.
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Characters
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Dani
From forced Yaran army recruit to guerilla leader, become Dani Rojas and fight a corrupt regime to restore the island nation of Yara.
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Diego
A reluctant son who is also eager to please, Diego aims to follow the lessons passed down by his dictator father.
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Clara
With Yara's liberation as her only goal, this fierce leader seeks to bring down Anton's regime.
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Juan
With plenty of experience fighting against governments, this former KGB spymaster can give you the advantage with his arsenal of signature backpacks.
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Season Pass
Embrace the Far Cry legacy and play as the villains with the FAR CRY® 6 Season Pass. In three separate DLC episodes, take control of Vaas Montenegro, Pagan Min and Joseph Seed (all played by the original cast) and fight to escape their twisted minds. Also includes the critically acclaimed FAR CRY® 3: Blood Dragon Classic Edition

Learn More




Latest News
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March 14, 20243 Min Read
CELEBRATE FAR CRY 20TH ANNIVERSARY WITH THE LATEST TRANSMEDIA RELEASES
If you enjoyed playing Far Cry games, then brace yourself because there’s more to explore thanks to the slate of transmedia products developed around the franchise.
Read More
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February 19, 20243 Min Read
Take Your Best Shot for Ubisoft’s Photomode Contest 2024
Submit your best in-game photo for a chance to win a Ubisoft Montreal studio tour, a one-year Ubisoft+ Premium subscription, and more.
Read More
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February 14, 20232 Min Read
Far Cry 6 – Free Weekend Available Now
Don’t miss this chance to liberate Yara from an oppressive dictator, take advantage of major discounts, and snag an in-game exclusive for playing co-op.
Read More
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